UNRI VALED
SPACE AT SEA

™

We have always believed that lavish, personal space
is core to experiencing the ultimate in luxury travel,
and that when cruising the seven seas, your accommodations
should be unrivaled in every way.
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REGENT SUITE LIVING ROOM — SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR™

RSSC.COM
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REGENT SUITE BALCONY — SEVEN SEAS EXPLORER®
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UNRIVALED
SPACE AT SEA

™

The luxury of personal space is central to the promise
of An Unrivaled Experience® with Regent Seven Seas Cruises®.
It provides the extravagant freedom guests need to explore
and relax to the fullest. As the preeminent luxury cruise line
on the ocean, we pride ourselves in offering some of the
largest balconies and most spacious suites at sea. Our wide
range of specialty restaurants, al fresco and in-suite dining
options, exquisite lounges, bars and expansive spaces
are perfect to rest and celebrate in, knowing there is never
a queue or a crowd and that every detail is taken care
of and every amenity is included.
Join us and discover how — with our unrivaled space at sea —
we will exceed your loftiest expectations of comfort and
personalized service for a truly unforgettable experience
aboard The World’s Most Luxurious Fleet™.

RSSC.COM
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A SPACE FOR EVERY
EXPERIENCE
PERSONAL SPACE ON BOARD

You always have an abundance of space aboard each
of our perfectly sized, luxury ships. Sprawling suites,
multiple dining options and large social areas means
there are no crowds and no waiting.

WITH A MAXIMUM OF 490 TO 750 GUESTS, from the beloved

Seven Seas Navigator® to the new Seven Seas Splendor™,

our enviable staff-to-guest ratio average of 1:1.5, results
in the pinnacle of professional and personalized service

EXPANSIVE SOCIAL AREAS AND WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES

you might only expect to find on much larger ships
MULTIPLE, FREE SPECIALTY DINING VENUES so there

is never a queue or a crowd
DYNAMIC EVENING ENTERTAINMENT with comfortable,

spacious seating and cabaret style tables for two
A LARGE POOL DECK AREA where you can relax
in a private space or recline on a sun lounger
EXTENSIVE, STATE-OF-THE-ART FITNESS CENTERS

with optional one-on-one fitness instruction
PERSONALIZED, ONBOARD ENRICHMENT

classes and activities
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NUKU HIVA, FRENCH POLYNESIA — SEVEN SEAS VOYAGER®

RSSC.COM
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SUPERIOR SUITE — SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR™
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A HOME AWAY
FROM HOME
YOUR SANCTUARY AT SEA

There is nothing better than retiring to the comfort
and relaxation of your own suite — the ultimate escape —
a place just for you as you explore the world
with confidence and sophistication.

ALL-SUITE FLEET featuring spacious and luxurious

accommodations with large, private balconies
across 98% of our suites
AMONG THE LARGEST BALCONIES AT SEA
A DEDICATED ATTENDANT for every suite
BUTLER SERVICE AT THE PENTOUSE LEVEL and above
PRIVATE IN-SUITE MINIBAR customized to taste

and restocked daily
SPACIOUS MARBLE & STONE DETAILED BATHROOM

with prime amenities
SEPARATE SITTING AREA with room to enjoy

the ever-changing vista
GENEROUS WALK-IN CLOSETS with ample storage space

RSSC.COM
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A PROFESSIONAL
TOUCH
PERSONALIZED SERVICE

You will quickly discover that the kindness and professionalism of our staff and crew extend well
beyond the warm smiles and the chilled glass of champagne that greet you as you step aboard.
OUTSTANDING AND DEDICATED ATTENDANTS
AND BUTLERS maintain your suite just as you

prefer, for the duration of your voyage
WORLD-CLASS CHEFS, MAÎTRE D’S, SOMMELIERS
AND ATTENTIVE WAIT STAFF make dining an

experience to be savored every time
OUR CONCIERGE STAFF caters to your
“off menu” personal requests

OUR HIGHLY QUALIFIED MARINE OFFICERS

pride themselves in providing a safe
and smooth voyage
HIGHLY EXPERIENCED STAFF AND CREW

maintain the highest levels of health
and safety standards
EVERY DETAIL IS TAKEN CARE OF

for a truly freeing and memorable experience

RSSC.COM
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A DINING DELIGHT
SPECIALIZED DINING EXPERIENCES

Savor the world’s finest cuisines and expertly paired
wines in sophisticated venues where ever-changing
ocean views invite you to linger just a little bit longer.

OPEN SEATING DINING so that guests are free to dine

whenever and with whomever they wish
SPECIALTY RESTAURANTS with spaciously distanced

tables for two
UP TO SEVEN DINING VENUES including casual indoor
and outdoor dining options at La Veranda
and the Pool Grill
IN-SUITE DINING that retains the restaurant

experience by serving guests course-by-course
with a mouthwatering variety of culinary options
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SETTE MARI AT LA VERANDA
SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR™

PRIME 7 — SEVEN SEAS NAVIGATOR®

RSSC.COM
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PRIVATE GROUP
EXPERIENCES
SMALL GROUPS & PRIVATE
SHORESIDE OPPORTUNITIES

From music, history and the culinary arts to wildlife, unique,
local adventures and beyond, there are amazing memories
to be created in every destination, whatever your interest.

SHORE EXCURSIONS IN SMALL GROUPS exclusively for our guests
MULTIPLE SHORE EXCURSIONS IN EACH PORT OF CALL,

providing a myriad of options without overcrowding
BESPOKE, SHORESIDE EXPERIENCES upon request,

away from the tourist crowds with private viewings
and exclusive access in fascinating locales
A PRIVATE GUIDE AND DRIVER for a more personalized

level of engagement in each destination

PORT DE SÓLLER FROM PALMA DE MALLORCA, SPAIN

RSSC.COM
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SAIL SAFELY
WITH REGENT
NEW ENHANCED HEALTH
& SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Regent Seven Seas Cruises® is working with our Healthy Sail Panel — a team
of cross-disciplinary experts enlisted to guide the cruise industry’s way forward
in response to COVID-19. Co-chaired by Governor Michael Leavitt, former Secretary
of the U.S. Department Health and Human Services, and Dr. Scott Gottlieb,
former commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, it is comprised
of globally recognized specialists in public health to develop, implement
and continually evolve industry-leading standards. Our Health and Safety
Protocols cover all aspects of onboard and shoreside operations to protect
our guests, crew and the communities we visit.
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SAFETY ON OUR SHIPS
CONTINUOUS SHIP-WIDE DISINFECTION & DAILY FOGGING
OF ALL SUITES AND PUBLIC SPACES
UPGRADED MEDICAL-GRADE AIR FILTERS
DEDICATED PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER
CHANGING ITINERARIES

SAFETY FOR OUR GUESTS

SAFETY FOR OUR CREW

PRE-EMBARKATION HEALTH SCREENING

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR STAFF & CREW HEALTH

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE CHECK-IN

ENHANCED ONBOARD MEDICAL TEAMS & HEALTH SERVICES

NO-TOUCH FOOD SERVICE SHIP-WIDE
INCREASED SOCIAL DISTANCING THROUGH REDUCED CAPACITY
PARTNERS IN PREVENTION

For detailed information on our new Health and Safety Program, please visit RSSC.com/HealthSafetyProtocols

RSSC.COM
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THE WORLD’S MOST LUXURIOUS FLEET™
Featuring lavish, all-suite accommodations with among the largest balconies at sea, more specialty dining choices, lounges
and bars and spaces to relax in, the fleet of Regent Seven Seas Cruises exceeds all expectations of comfort, personalized service
and sophistication. Our newest ship, Seven Seas Splendor™, brings together 25 years of experience with stunning contemporary design.

Space Comparison

Seven Seas Splendor™

Premium Cruise Line

SUITES

375

1,523

GUESTS

750

3,046

100%

85%

55,498

183,366

LEAD-IN SUITE SIZE (SQ FT)

307

183

STAFF TO GUEST RATIO

1:1.5

1:2.4

73.9:1

60.2:1

PRIVATE BALCONY
SHIP SIZE (TONNES)

SPACE-TO-GUEST RATIO*

*Space-To-Guest Ratio based on gross tonnage

Number of guests aboard

Seven Seas Splendor

= 100 GUESTS
GUEST CAPACITY: 750

Premium Cruise Line

= 100 GUESTS
GUEST CAPACITY: 3,046

RSSC.COM
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DISCOVER
THE WORLD WITH US

EVERY LUXURY
INCLUDED

Every journey is as varied as the travelers taking it. From beginning
to end, each trip we embark upon is full of opportunities to explore
the world through people and places and the ways in which we
engage them. At Regent Seven Seas Cruises®, we offer thousands
of experiences to enjoy the 450-plus ports of call we sail to across
every continent on the globe, all from the security and comfort
of The World’s Most Luxurious Fleet™.

FREE ROUNDTRIP BUSINESS CLASS AIR*
ON INTERCONTINENTAL FLIGHTS

Take the opportunity to unearth the hidden wonders that await
in far-flung regions and favorite ports of calls. Wake up each
morning to a new perspective from the privacy of your balcony
and enlighten your day with new insights from knowledgeable
speakers and local guides as you tour, taste and savor each
marvelous destination. Look forward to recalling the day’s
adventures with good friends and exquisite food, delighting
in the rhythms of the evening entertainment before settling
into your private oasis on the water.
With every luxury included, we invite you to take hold of every
moment and make lasting memories to share with friends
and family for years to come. Allow our incredible crew to take
care of every detail as you cruise the world and discover
why we promise you…

FREE ROUNDTRIP AIR* ON DOMESTIC FLIGHTS
FREE UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS
FREE 2- OR 3-NIGHT LAND PROGRAMS*
FREE 1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE HOTEL PACKAGE*
FREE UNLIMITED BEVERAGES
FREE OPEN BARS AND LOUNGES
FREE PRE-PAID GRATUITIES
FREE SPECIALTY RESTAURANTS
FREE TRANSFERS BETWEEN AIRPORT & SHIP*
FREE UNLIMITED WIFI
FREE VALET LAUNDRY SERVICE

An Unrivaled Experience®

*Terms & conditions apply, visit rssc.com
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Unrivaled Space for
An Unrivaled Experience ®

